Identifying and locating PTMs in complex peptides or proteins
based on acquired high resolution Full-Scan and MS/MS data
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Abstract
Up until recently most mass spectrometry biomarker discovery strategy
focused on small peptide fragments ignoring the post translational
landscape of larger peptides and intact proteins. Top down proteomics
analyzes the intact protein and all its post translational modification in one
single run. Here we describe an extension to a new top-down proteomics
algorithm developed at Merck called MAR (1). The software runs on Linux
clusters, relies only on a predefined list of ’differential’ modifications (2)
(e.g., phosphorylation) and a FASTA-formatted protein database, and is
not constrained to full-length proteins for identification. The added
functionality to the recently published work (Mazur, Fyhr, RCMS, 2011)
elaborates on techniques that locate post-translational modifications
within high scoring candidate polypeptide matches. These candidates are
then further scored to determine the location of the modified residue.
Currently the software is equipped to find a single PTM location within a
polypeptide but the design is capable of being expanded to find multiple
modifications. The application of these new developments for protein id
may be very useful in areas such as neuroproteomics and neurology.

Objective
Create a software tool to convert high resolution MS/MS data into peptide
identifications with PTM ID and residue location capabilities
o Leverage off the software architecture of the MAR algorithm (1)
o Employ a simple fasta-formatted protein database structure
o Allow pre-defined “differential” modifications for searching (2)
o Eliminate intact protein or enzymatic restrictions
o Consider high mass accuracy data for scoring (4)
o Perform full-scan surveying to determine high probability PTMs
o Make it parallelizable for high performance
o Develop new functionality to locate the residue within the peptide

Figure 1. MAR Algorithm Architecture

Results
Table 1. Abbreviated list of some top polypeptide identifications
P-score

Methods
Raw Data Files: 9 yeast samples were prepared with a Top Down protocol and
analyzed using a 12 T LTQ-FT Ultra mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher )(5).
LC-MS spectral de-isotoping: Full-scan MS and MS/MS spectra contained
within the yeast .raw files were converted to lists (_isos.csv format) of
monoisotopic, neutral masses using the Horn transformation function of the
publically available program Decon2LS(3). (PNNL)
MAR Algorithm: Software and Structure
mar_index – is used repeatedly in MAR to take a .dat file and create a binary
file of the amino acids in the proteins and an index file to enhance performance.
mar_ptmdiff – reduces computation time by discovering matches between the
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Table 2. The top 10 scores for highlighted scan above

experimental data from the full-scans and the theoretical list of PTMs.

mar_NoE – uses the precursor mass of the fragmented ion and extracts all
polypeptide sequences that match this value (within a given mass tolerance).
mar_ions - matches the experimental ms2 fragment ions with in silico
generated theoretical fragments of the candidates, then scored(1) (4)
mar_locate – takes the individual winning candidates that contain a PTM and
generates all permutations of potential new candidates replacing occurrences of
the amino acid being modified with a synthetic residue equal to the sum of mw
of the amino acid and the mw of the PTM. This .dat file containing all the
permutations is run through mar_index and mar_ions and scored like before.

Conclusions
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